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About This Software

Test your PC's performance with 3DMark, the world's most popular gaming benchmark and graphics test. Featuring six
stunning real-time graphics and physics tests, 3DMark 11 is the industry standard performance test for DirectX 11 graphics

cards and gaming PCs.

Hundreds of press publications use 3DMark to test graphics cards, processors, gaming PCs, notebooks and laptops. Now you
can too!

New PC?

Run 3DMark to test your system for stability and performance.

Looking for better performance?

Use 3DMark to measure the effect of tweaking settings or overclocking your system.

Planning an upgrade?

Compare 3DMark scores and see which components offer the best bang for your buck.

Notice: 3DMark 11 requires a DirectX 11 compatible video card, and Windows Vista or Windows 7. Use 3DMark
Vantage for DirectX 10 systems.
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Key Features

Easy to use, no technical knowhow needed.

Professional grade, industry standard benchmark from Futuremark, the test experts.

Includes four graphics tests, a physics test and a combined graphics and physics test.

Demo mode featuring an evocative soundtrack by Pedro Macedo Camacho.

Note: The 64 bit version of this software does not currently run in the Steam beta client.
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UL
Publisher:
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Release Date: 2 Oct, 2012
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English,Finnish,German,Traditional Chinese
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Well, I bought this game because I have fond memories of this game from when I was the target audience of Big Thinkers. I'm
actually surprised by how well it aged over the years since it first came out. There's no reason to buy it as an adult unless you're
like me and just want to relive your childhood. If you have kids, though, this is still a top notch edutainment game.. I saw the
game updated today May 5th 2019 and went to check it out, my 21 hour save game is gone :(
So that is pretty bad but not the end of the world as it is a really fun little puzzler.
 People have started review bombing this game because it is being given away on another market place, in my mind that should
not effect if the game gets recommended or not ! I can honestly say I do recommend the game if you like cartoony puzzle games
with a lemmings feel about it (only better). It's sad to see such a good game review bombed when it has been out for many years
and probably no longer generates much revenue, you can't blame the dev' for letting epic use it and therefor getting payed in the
process. Perhaps the extra money will help them develop another game ?!. What is "Sorry, James"?
This is when you try to guess the login with a password within twenty minutes.
10 pazzles/10. Just wrapped up the first case and I'm loving how this game has smoothed some of the edges of the genre. The
lack of inventory is honestly the stand out for me. Whereas before I'd sit in front of every interaction point and say "well we
should try this on that, and then the other thing on that," now it just works. It not only helps the pace (which I typically find
crawls in point-and-clicks), it helps establish that your character *is* in fact a smart, capable detective.

The writing and world-building is also on point - can't wait to see the rest!. What the actual ♥♥♥♥ is this?. WOW, That's a lot
of fun for four dollars. If there is a test to see who's vulnerable to vertigo in VR, I can't imagine a better test than this game. I
started out rocketing right into the side of the crater and all I could think of was falling on the sharp edges of my wooden
furniture and trying to figure out how I was oriented. Then when I hit the wall I had to just close my eyes until the collision
noise stopped. But I made it through several rounds without puking or falling and hurting myself. It would also be nice if one
side of the universe could somehow wrap to the other so I don't have to hit the blue curtain at high speeds, though that was still
not as bad as hitting those craters and moon rocks.

There were a couple of times when I swear I was looking right at the sign and my goals were complete but the flag would not
deploy. It just swapped from hand to hand.

I loved the rave gun. I didn't even try the other gun that was offered.

I loved the white booster tubes.

I got stuck in a black hole and I think I had to go forward or backward a level to get out. Shouldn't something more definitive
happen, i.e. without my action?

Flying around was fun just by itself, except for the blue curtains. I didn't have great control, but I've only been in the game once.
Also, I think I may have skippied between levels a couple times without completing just because I was pushing the wrong
buttons.. I feel the DLC is overpriced but the kayak update brought me back to the game.. It's pretty good at what it sets out to
do, but it also proves once and for all why the sequel ditched energy pellets in favor of lasers.. Grimind is the story of a creature
lost in a darkened underworld. Without a single memory of his life or his place, the creature must navigate through a series of
mysterious caves, strange mechanisms, and horrifying structures. Knowing he must remember to survive, he sets out to
illuminate the darkness not just of the scary world around him, but of his very mind. In the immense darkness lurks something
even more diabolical than simply not knowing who he is or what he is, for he is hunted. Red eyes and snarling screams echo off
the cavern walls and pierce his very soul, shaking him to his core. Fear the dark, find relief in the light, and escaped the closing
corners of your mind. Your Grimind.
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Even though I had some problems with the game it has a little potential. I cant say its a really good game but it was an ok game
that I had some fun with. A couple problems I had with the game were that there were many cars or new weapons in the game. I
know its only an early access game but 3 types of cars with 3 types of guns is not a lot to choose from. Another problem I had
with the game was that the flying needs some work because while your in the air your car is very hard to control, your also not in
the air for very long even with the longer flight and faster stamina for flying upgrade I still think the flying needs work. One of
my other problems was that every time I got done with a match I would have to go back to my base (which I will talk about
later) and rejoin another match. I thought that was kind of dumb that you could not just stay in the same match. My last problem
was the glitches, you get glitches from early access games but this glitch or just problem with the game in general is where you
could get stuck in almost anything. why I had a problem with this? People could get easy kills off of you. The things I did like
though were the good ideas they had for this game. Its a good little time waster if your really feeling up to it and I liked the
gameplay where you could fly or go under water. There is also a base for you when your not in a match where you can hang out
and get supplie drops which I thought was a cool idea. I really liked the art of the game as well, it gave me sort of this rustic feel
that I really liked. The controls were kind of iffy at times but I thought they were pretty decent. Overall I thought this game was
pretty decent, free early access game and a fun sort of car shooter, I guess is what you would call it.

  I am going to give this game a 6 out of 10 and I will reccommend it, only, if your up for it :). this isnt a dog fighter, this is a
plane fighter, i want my money back. Great Puzzle Game. Just give it a try. I really hope to have more players in there soon..
This is the Wonderland we love! Cool art makes you look forward to each next enemy.
Though I`d prefer that there were no fights at all, it only distracts from the story.. This game is like one of these early 90ties
Jump and Run Plattformers. It is really easy to beat. And you will earn the achievements in a heartbeat. I don't know why but
this game was not counted in my statistics after i finished it 100%.
To be honest, this game is not a big deal, the story is bad (One of your strawberry friends turned into an evil strawberry, so you
have to kill it) some passages are unfair like the last level. But if you like Trash, you will enjoy it. It is a complete timewaster,
but I like the graphics and the feeling of "what the hell am I doing here" If you are a skilled gamer you can manage a
walkthrough in 20 min. The last level before the Finalboss was a pain in the\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665and took me
around 1 hour to manage.

If you don't expect much this game is a nice timewaster.
If you don't like to spend your money on trashy Rambo-Strawberries, go outside into the real world and buy the ones that are
made out of fruit.

Cuit Free to play!:
Hello everyone!

I have decided to make Cuit Free-To-Play now, as I sadly have no time left supporting this application anymore (for quite a
while already, actually). Hope some of you still find joy in solving the puzzles. I admit that the UI is to be improved (to say the
least), but yeah... Maybe one day I'll have the time to get back to it or make a sequel with more of a budget (or rather any budget
at all).

Greetings!. Possible UI and resolution fix:
Hello everyone!

I heard a common problem are resolutions different from 1080p monitors. I tried to implement a fix / patch for this problem,
and that has been released now. I would be glad if you would check out the new update and see if the problems are fixed now!
Sorry for the inconvenience!

All the best,
Mykon. Update 1.12: Copy & Paste / Selection Mode and UI Improvements:
Update 1.12:

New features:
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Selection mode in editor

Copy and Paste (Duplicate) selections

Delete selections

New nano-splitter segment allowing for more flexible cable placement

Updated:

UI improvements (Will be improved more over time - I noticed the problems and suggestions from the community
concerning the UI)

Tool-Tip improvements: The tool-tips while hovering a gate have been improved upon community feedback

Bugfixes:

 Cable placement in editor now works in both ways.

 Once triggering a bomb (and turning it off again) in build mode won't blow up the level any more when turning the
build mode off.

 Escaping the build mode now asks to save the level when necessary
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